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Screenshot on February 15, 2013 
It is extracted from one billion daily Google searches. It measures global footprints across all seven continents, across history of computing, going all the way to the abacus that was invented five thousand years ago. It is an objective and literal way of measuring the influence of inventors studied in schools for their “contributions to the development of the computer.”   
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 “For contributions to the development of the computer” 
TOP 10 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
FATHERS OF THE COMPUTER 

 1. Philip Emeagwali 2. Gottfried Leibniz 3. Charles Babbage 4. Blaise Pascal 5. John von Neumann 6. John Napier 7. Howard Aiken 8. Abacus 9. Herman Hollerith 10. Alan Turing 
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PHILIP EMEAGWALI: FAST FACTS 

 
 
Birth date: August 23, 1954 
Birth place: Akure, Nigeria. 
Birth name: Chukwurah Emeagwali (pronounced eh-may-ah-gwah-lee) 
Father: Nnaemeka James Emeagwali, a 33-year-old hospital nurse in Akure 
Mother: Iyanma Agatha Emeagwali, had Philip six days after her 15th birthdate 
Marriage: Dale (Brown) Emeagwali (August 15, 1981- present) 
Child: with Dale Emeagwali: Ijeoma, June 15, 1990 
 
 
  
Research: Attended 500 weekly scientific seminars by the Who’s Whos in Science during the decade of the 1980s. 
Lectures: Posted at SoundCloud.com/emeagwali and/or YouTube.com/emeagwali 
Supercomputer: A global network of 65,536, or two-to-power sixteen, computers visualized on the surface of a globe in 
the sixteenth dimension. 
Primordial Internet: A global network of two-to-power sixteen, or 65,536, computers receiving emails to and from 
sixteen-bit addresses and along sixteen times two-to-power sixteen, or 1,048,576, bi-directional communication wires, each 
akin to short telegraph wires.  
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Most Voted: Number One in school projects on biographies of great computer scientists 
Most Searched-For: Contributions to the development of the computer 
Discovery: How to speed up 180 years of computing to one day of supercomputing. 
Invention: Constructively reduced a global network of 65,536 computers—a.k.a. an internet—to a supercomputer. 
Listed: Top ten’s in computing, scientific role models, and sixth Nigerian on Nigerian postage stamps. 
Paradigm Shift:  From computing within one computer to communicating across 65,536 computers. 
Invention Moment!: News headlines in 1989 was “African Computer Wizard Wins Top Computing Prize.” 
Benefit: To foresee unforeseen global warming. To discover oil and gas. 
Instrument: Nine in ten supercomputers used for computational physics. 
 
 
 
Little Known Fact #1: Philip Emeagwali’s lectures are highly reprinted in newspapers. 
Little Known Fact #2: Philip Emeagwali controlled more (sixteen) supercomputers than any person that ever lived. 
Little Known Fact #3: Philip Emeagwali’s discovery amplifies the benefits of the invention of the integrated circuit by a 
factor of 64 binary thousand. 
Little Known Fact #4: In 1989, 25,000 people had supercomputer accounts.  And nine in ten supercomputer cycles 
pertained to physics. 
Little Known Fact #5: A supercomputer powered by 65,536 processors only allows one programmer at a time to lock-
and-use all 65,536 processors on a 24/7.  
Little Known Fact #6: In 1989, only one supercomputer was powered by 65,536 processors. That supercomputer was 
located at the Los Alamos National Laboratory. It was programmed round-the-clock by Philip Emeagwali. 
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Little Known Fact #7: The supercomputer powered by 65,536 processors was abandoned, for Philip Emeagwali, because 
Amdahl’s Law described in supercomputer textbooks of the 1980s decreed that it will be impossible to achieve a speedup of 
up to eight with eight or more processors. 
Little Known Fact #8: That abandoned supercomputer that was a global network of 65,536 processors was programmed 
twenty-four seven (24/7) by only one programmer.  
Little Known Fact #9: In 1989, The Computer Society of IEEE issue a press release about the discovery of Philip Emeagwali. 
Little Known Fact #10: For his discovery of a speed increase of 65,536 fold, Philip Emeagwali became the first computer 
giant to be extolled in a U.S. presidential speech. 
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Philip Emeagwali conducted his experiments on the machine shown in the background. He visualized it as a global network 
of 65,536 computers. 
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The lines and red dots represent the email paths and 32 computers within a global network of two-to-power five 
computers, as visualized, theorized, and experimentally programmed by Philip Emeagwali.  
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The lines and red dots represent the email paths and 64 computers within a global network of two-to-power six computers, 
as visualized, theorized, and experimentally programmed by Philip Emeagwali.  
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The lines and red dots represent the email paths and 256 computers within a global network of two-to-power eight 
computers, as visualized, theorized, and experimentally programmed by Philip Emeagwali.  

 
The lines and red dots represent the email paths and 512 computers within a global network of two-to-power nine 
computers, as visualized, theorized, and experimentally programmed by Philip Emeagwali.  
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The lines and red dots represent the email paths and 1,024 computers within a global network of two-to-power ten 
computers, as visualized, theorized, and experimentally programmed by Philip Emeagwali.  
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The lines and red dots represent the email paths and 2,048 computers within a global network of two-to-power eleven 
computers, as visualized, theorized, and experimentally programmed by Philip Emeagwali.  
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The geometric positions of the computers did not affect the total speed of the computational physics. The topological positions affect the speed of the computational physics. For global circulation modeling for global warming, the grand challenge initial-boundary value problem can be visualized as a planet-sized global network of 65,536 computers positioned on the two-dimensional ground of a soccer stadium.  
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The lines and red dots represent the email paths and 4,096 computers within a global network of two-to-power twelve 
computers, as visualized, theorized, and experimentally programmed by Philip Emeagwali.  
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Twelve dimensional email pathways with 4096, or two-to-power twelve, computers that were visualized as equal distances apart on the eleven-dimensional hypersurface of a hyper-globe in twelve-dimensional hyperspace. 
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Philip Emeagwali discovered how to reduce  
heavy-duty computations that took  
one hundred and eighty [180] years,  
or 65,536 days, within one computer  
to only one day across 
65,536 computers. 
Philip Emeagwali discovered  
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one hundred and eighty [180] years  
in one day…. 
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The BBC television hailed Philip Emeagwali as a “digital giant.” 
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/in_depth/sci_tech/digital_giants/8561413.stm 
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 Dale and Philip Emeagwali  (Silver Spring, Maryland. Circa December 1983) 
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One of Our Great Minds of the Information Age BY PRESIDENT BILL CLINTON  

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z0uzicpb1Is 

 “One of the great minds  
of the Information Age 
is a Nigerian American  
named Philip Emeagwali.  
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He had to leave school  
because his parents  
couldn't pay the fees. 
He lived in a refugee camp  
during your civil war.  
He won a scholarship  
to university and went on  
to invent a formula  
that lets computers make  
3.1 billion calculations 
per second. (Applause.)  
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Some people call him  
the Bill Gates of Africa. 
(Laughter and applause.)  
But what I want to say  
to you is there is  
another Philip Emeagwali  
-- or hundreds of them --  
or thousands of them  
-- growing up in Nigeria today.  
I thought about it  
when I was driving in  
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from the airport and  
then driving around  
to my appointments,  
looking into the face  
of children.  
You never know  
what potential  
is in their mind and  
in their heart;  
what imagination they have;  
what they have already  
thought of and  
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dreamed of  
that may be locked in  
because they don't have  
the means to take it out.  
That's really what education is.  
It's our responsibility  
to make sure  
all your children  
have the chance  
to live their dreams  
so that  
you don't miss  
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the benefit  
of their contributions and  
neither does the rest of the world.”  

 
 
 

 
Philip and Dale Emeagwali, March 2001 
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TIME 
 
 
Reprinted from the archives of TIME magazine: http://web.archive.org/web/20110311160315/http://www.time.com/time/2007/blackhistmth/bios/04.html 

 
 
P H I L I P     E M E A G W A L I :  A   C a l c u l a t i n g  M o v e     
 
Friday, Jan. 12, 2007 
PHILIP EMEAGWALI, A CALCULATING MOVE 
By Madison Gray 
http://content.time.com/time/specials/packages/article/0,28804,1963424_1963480_1963
457,00.html 
It's hard to say who invented the Internet. There were many mathematicians and scientists who 
contributed to its development; computers were sending signals to each other as early as the 1950s. But 
the Web owes much of its existence to Philip Emeagwali, a math whiz who came up with the formula for 
allowing a large number of computers to communicate at once. 
Emeagwali was born to a poor family in Akure, Nigeria, in 1954. Despite his brain for math, he had to drop 
out of school because his family, who had become war refugees, could no longer afford to send him. As a 
young man, he earned a general education certificate from the University of London and later degrees 
from George Washington University and the University of Maryland, as well as a doctoral fellowship from 
the University of Michigan. 
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At Michigan, he participated in the scientific community's debate on how to simulate the detection of oil 
reservoirs using a supercomputer. Growing up in 
an oil-rich nation and understanding how oil is 
drilled, Emeagwali decided to use this 
problem as the subject of his doctoral 
dissertation. Borrowing an idea from a 
science fiction story about predicting the 
weather, Emeagwali decided that rather than 
using 8 expensive supercomputers he would 
employ thousands of microprocessors to do 
the computation. 
The only step left was to find 8 machines and 
connect them. (Remember, it was the 80s.) 
Through research, he found a machine called 
the Connection Machine at the Los Alamos 
National Laboratory, which had sat unused after scientists had given up on figuring out how to make it 
simulate nuclear explosions. The machine was designed to run 65,536 interconnected microprocessors. 
In 1987, he applied for and was given permission to use the machine, and remotely from his Ann Arbor, 
Michigan, location he set the parameters and ran his program. In addition to correctly computing the 
amount of oil in the simulated reservoir, the machine was able to perform 3.1 billion calculations per 
second. 
The crux of the discovery was that Emeagwali had programmed each of the microprocessors to talk to six 
neighboring microprocessors at the same time. 
The success of this record-breaking experiment meant that there was now a practical and inexpensive 
way to use machines like this to speak to each other all over the world. Within a few years, the oil industry 
had seized upon this idea, then called the Hyperball International Network creating a virtual world wide 
web of ultrafast digital communication. 
The discovery earned him the Institute of Electronics and Electrical Engineers' Gordon Bell Prize in 1989, 
considered the Nobel Prize of computing, and he was later hailed as one of the fathers of the Internet. 
Since then, he has won more than 100 prizes for his work and Apple computer has used his 
microprocessor technology in their Power Mac G4 model. Today he lives in Washington with his wife and 
son. 
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"The Internet as we know it today did not cross my mind," Emeagwali told TIME. "I was hypothesizing a 
planetary-sized supercomputer and, broadly speaking, my focus was on how the present creates the 
future and how our image of the future inspires the present." 
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Dale, Ijeoma and Philip Emeagwali (MIT, Cambridge, MA, June 8, 2012). Ijeoma works at 
Google. 

“True innovators understand that the technique of the calculus is not isolated from the technology of the computer, which is a tool for solving problems in physics. The innovator's knowledge of all three subjects is part of a connected whole.” Philip Emeagwali [April 26, 2010, Geneva, Switzerland]   
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NATURE’S OWN NUMBERS MAN 
 
 
 
 

 Published 27 January 1997 
 
Upstream is the weekly, international oil 
and gas newspaper that covers the most 
important technological developments. 
 
Upstream is published in Oslo, Norway. 
 
The three-part review of the contributions 
of Philip Emeagwali to the discovery and 
recovery of oil and gas is reproduced 
below. 
 
“The unorthodox innovator has pushed 
back the boundaries of oilfield science”—Upstream   
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INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS ON INDUSTRIAL AND APPLIED MATHEMATICS 
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The International Congress on Industrial and Applied Mathematics (ICIAM) is the Olympics of 
applied mathematics. It’s held every four years. Philip Emeagwali was invited to present his 
system of coupled, nonlinear partial differential and algebraic equations that he solved across a 
global network of 65,536 computers.  
 
 
 
 
 

I'm the physicist and the mathematician who told a 
story in which a new technology came alive through 
three boards: a storyboard, a blackboard,  and across 
motherboards. 

My father and I, followed by my son, broke the 
tradition of walking in our ancestors' footsteps. 
My father was a nurse, and my son and I are 
computer scientists. All three of us abandoned the 
soil to work in knowledge-based industries. 
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Fame attracted daily visitors and journalists to the office of Philip Emeagwali. 
Here he paused for photos. (Courtesy of Detroit Free Press, Page 1E, May 
29, 1990) 
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Transcribed from a lecture delivered by Philip 
Emeagwali. The video is posted at 
YouTube.com/emeagwali 
The audio is posted at SoundCloud.com/emeagwali  
 
SUMMARY:  
The video is posted at emeagwali.com and youtube.com/emeagwali 

 
emeagwali.com 

SoundCloud.com/emeagwali 
YouTube.com/emeagwali 

 
A ten minute lecture (Transcript) 
  
“Who’s Philip Emeagwali?” 
I'm the physicist  
and the mathematician  
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who told a story  
in which a new technology came alive  
through three boards:  
a storyboard, a blackboard,   
and across motherboards. 
 
For countless centuries,  
my west African Igbo ancestors  
were farmers.  
Sons walked in their father's footsteps, 
ploughing the same land.  
Their life expectancy was about  
37 years.  
Daughters married early,  
had as many children as they could,  
and became young widows.  
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My mother married days  
after her 14th birthday  
and gave birth to me six days  
after her 15th birthday.  
She was born in colonial Africa,  
in 1939,  
where she counted her age  
on her fingers and toes  
and by her age-grade affiliation. 
 
My father and I, followed by my son,  
broke the tradition of walking  
in our ancestors' footsteps.  
My father was a nurse, or a nursing scientist, 
and my son and I  
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are computer scientists.  
All three of us scientists 
abandoned the soil  
to work in knowledge-based industries. 
 
I am the artist  
that told stories about how  
the Laws of Motion of physics 
gave rise to the eternal truths of calculus; 
timeless truths  
that will outlast the changing opinions  
of all times….  
and my reinvented equations and algorithms  
became my fingerprints  
on the sands of time. 
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What is a supercomputer, anyway? 
What makes a computer super, anyway? 
 

 
 Once upon a time,  

in 1988 to be exact,  
the fastest computations in physics  
were executed  
within only one supercomputer.  
In the 1980s, Seymour Cray designed  
seventy percent of all supercomputers.  
The Cray supercomputers of the 1980s 
were powered by  
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only one extremely fast processor,  
dubbed “oxen.”  
Today, all Cray supercomputers  
are powered by thousands of slow 
processors, dubbed “chickens.” 
As an aside, the story is told  
that back in 1914 
Henry Ford  
was advised to change the colors of his cars. 
Henry Ford replied: 
“Any customer  
can have a car painted any color  
that he wants  
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so long as it is black.” 
The story is also told that  
when Seymour Cray 
was urged to use several processors  
to power his supercomputers,  
he retorted: 
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But there was only one supercomputer 
powered by 65,536 “chickens,”  
or extremely slow processors. 
During the 1980s,  
I was the lone wolf 24/7 programmer  
of the first and only  
65,536-processor powered supercomputer. 
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I was called “insane”  
for spending a decade  
on the impossible.   
That machine was abandoned because 
Amdahl’s Law  
described in supercomputer textbooks  
decreed that  
it will forever remain impossible  
to achieve a speedup of more than eight  
with eight or more processors. 
In the November 29, 1989 issue  
of The New York Times ,  
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Neil Davenport, the president  
of the Cray Computer Corporation 
—the sister company to the company that 
manufactured seven in ten 
supercomputers—warned,  
"We can't find any real progress  
in harnessing  
the power of thousands of processors." 
Cray Research President John Rollwagen 
in a UPI (upi.com) article dated September 2, 
1985, 
described the use of 64 processors as: 
“more than we bargained for.” 
After it was discovered that  
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the seemingly impossible is, in fact,  
possible, 
Nine in ten supercomputers  
are used to solve grand challenge problems 
in computational physics,  
such as recovering petroleum  
or foreseeing global warming. 
 
If nine in ten supercomputer cycles  
pertained to physics, 
then the supercomputer is an instrument of 
physics. 
One in ten supercomputers are used  
to discover and recover oil.  
The fastest supercomputer  
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costs up to two billion dollars. 
It’s powered by more than one million 
computers.  
I discovered  
how to use a global network of  
65,536 computers  
as a supercomputer  
that is an internet  
to discover and recover more oil and gas,  
both offshore and onshore.  
In 1989, it made the news headlines that I,  
the “African Computer Wizard,”   
discovered how to speedup 180 years,  
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or 65,536 days,  
of computations within one computer  
to only one day  
of computations across a global network of 
65,536 computers.  
I was the first and lone wolf programmer 
because it was then the terra incognita 
of the fastest recorded computations 
in physics. 

 I wanted to travel uncharted territories  
in human knowledge,  
and to specifically push the frontiers of 
calculus  
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and the fastest computers 
and use both as instruments of  
the fastest computations 
in physics. 
My contributions to mathematical physics 
is my discovery of thirty-six errors 
that corresponded to  
thirty-six partial derivative terms  
that represented  
the components of the temporal  
and the convective inertial forces 
for the flow of oil, water, and gas 
in the temporal and the three spatial 
directions. 
Those thirty-six mathematical errors  
were critical because they occurred  
within the nine systems of coupled,  
nonlinear partial differential equations. 
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Those erroneous equations  
were used within the petroleum industry  
and used for sixty (60) years  
to simulate the subterranean motions of  
oil, water and gas  
from water injection wells  
to oil and gas production wells.  
I corrected the mathematical error 
by balancing the forces so that  
Force equals mass times acceleration 
at all times and places, 
from the storyboard to the blackboard 
to the motherboard, 
and across motherboards. 
I also balanced the systems of differential  
and algebraic equations 
that arose from the Second Law of Motion  
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of physics. 
A balanced equations yields  
more accurate hindcasting 
making it easier to extract more oil and gas. 
 
 
In my search—or re-search— 
for new partial differential equations of 
calculus,  
I used the arsenal of rationality  
to search for order  
within apparent chaos,  
to draw analogies  
between different phenomena,  
to reduce complex systems  
to their core essences,  
to make a connection  
between the laws of physics  
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and the partial differential equations of 
calculus. 
In that theoretical re-search  
for new mathematical physics,  
I experimentally discovered  
how to harness the power of 
65,536, or two-to-power sixteen, computers 
that were distributed equal distances apart 
on the surface of a globe  
in the sixteenth dimension. 
That is, execute heavy-duty computing 
by splitting one grand challenge problem 
into 65,536 initial-boundary value problems 
and across as many computers. 
That discovery 
is my contribution to computational physics. 
 
I discovered how to program  
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a primordial internet  
as one cohesive, seamless unit 
that emulates one supercomputer 
that solves a one computation-intensive  
initial-boundary value grand challenge 
problem, 
such as a global circulation model 
that could be used to foresee  
unforeseen global warming. 
I discovered how to reduce  
computations that took  
one hundred and eighty [180] years,  
or 65,536 days, within one computer  
to only one day across 
65,536 computers. 
I discovered  
one hundred and eighty [180] years  
in one day…. 
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1,000 pages of transcribed lectures is forthcoming. 
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